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Attachment 1: Brooklyn to Lara Pipeline project - 
current status 

1 Brooklyn-Lara gas transmission pipeline 

1.1 PIPELINE DESCRIPTION 
The pipeline will have a diameter of 500mm.  It will commence from the 
GasNet Brooklyn Facility in Jones Road and run approximately 58 kilometres 
to connect into the South West Pipeline (SWP) T92 at GasNet’s Lara SWP 
City Gate (Melway ref 423 B11). The pipeline will initially traverse within a 
combination of new easement, road reserve and the existing Brooklyn to 
Ballan Pipeline (T56) easement for approximately 17 kilometres after which 
it will pass through “greenfields” terrain in a generally south westerly 
direction and join the existing Brooklyn Corio Pipeline (BCP) T24 easement 
at Little River. The new pipeline will then generally follow this existing 
easement for 13 kilometres to the Lara SWP City Gate.  

On current plans, the first 6 km of the pipeline route is subject to urban 
encroachment and environmental restrictions.  The rest of the pipeline route 
traverses  semi-rural land used predominantly for grazing and  cropping.  

1.2 DESIGN BASIS 
The pipeline will be designed in accordance with AS 2885.1-2007.  It will be 
built to ANSI Class 600, at a Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure 
(MAOP) of 10.2 MPag .  The maximum allowable operating temperature will 
be 60 deg C and the minimum operating temperature will be no more than 10 
deg C.  It is envisaged that the pipe material will be API5LX70 (the highest 
grade with proven operational experience) with wall thicknesses as detailed in 
Table 1. 

TABLE 1: Selected Wall Thicknesses in mm 

Pipe OD Nominal 
DN500 

Selected Wall Thicknesses 
and (%Design Factor) 

Length 

Light Wall 7.90 (68%) 38 KM 

Heavy Wall 1 9.00 (60%) 5 KM 

Heavy Wall 2 11.10 (48%) 14 KM 

Extra Heavy Wall 12.70(42%) 1 Km 

For corrosion protection the pipeline will be externally coated and internally 
lined. 
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The design provides for three mid-line valve stations with local bypass and 
venting facilities.   

The pipeline will be designed for intelligent pigging.  There is one new pig 
trap station which is required to be located at Brooklyn. 

A new city gate and other facilities will be constructed on the existing 
Brooklyn Site, in Jones Road. This will control the pressure between the high 
pressure of the loop and the existing 7.4 MPa system. The facility will 
comprise of heaters, multiple regulator runs and required metering, together 
with the associated piping and civil works. Connections will be provided to 
allow flow from the existing compression facilities into the new loop. 

An additional regulator run will also be installed at the existing Brooklyn City 
Gate to provide for the additional delivery capacity. 

1.3 CONSTRUCTION BASIS 
The pipeline will be constructed in a 20 metre wide easement with a 10 metre 
temporary working width abutting the easement, to be acquired for this 
purpose.  However, due to environmental restrictions, there will be a number 
of locations where the construction work space will be limited to a width of 
less than 20 metres. 

The pipeline will be constructed in accordance with AS 2885.1 and best 
construction practices.  The minimum cover on the pipeline will be 0.9m 
(1.2m in the metropolitan area).  A significant length (greater than 90%) is 
expected to be in rocky terrain.  For the majority of this length, 150mm 
bedding and 250mm padding will be required to protect the pipe and its 
coating from long term damage from the rock.  All welds will be examined by 
radiography in compliance with AS 2885.2.   Further, the pipeline will be 
hydrostatically tested to meet or exceed the requirements of AS 2885.5.  

The entire construction must comply with a project specific Environment 
Management Plan (EMP) to meet the expectations of the community and 
other stakeholders, and the APIA Environmental Code of Practice.  It is 
anticipated that an Environmental Effects Statement under the Environment 
Effects Act 1978 will not be required.  An Environment Effects Report (EER) 
will be prepared to comply with the requirements of the Pipelines Act 1967.  
The construction work must meet the requirements of OHSE Act, GasNet’s 
Safety Case and Best Industry practices.  

1.4 PROJECT COST 
The estimated indicative cost of the project, excluding financing costs, is 
$68.9 Million in $ in the year expensed.  The broad break-up is as follows: 
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  Estimated Cost $M 

1 Major Pipeline Materials $12.8 

2 Pipeline EPC Costs (excluding pipeline 
materials) 

$40.1 

3 EPCM $6.3 

4 Licences, Easements etc $2.9 

5 Facilities $6.8 

6 Total Estimated Cost $68.9 

 

The materials cost is based on the current pipeline steel price, which is 
presently significantly higher than historical values. 

Based on the preliminary design and review of the likely easement, the first 
3.5 km of the total length of 58 km will be in difficult built-up street 
conditions and will require more expensive non-standard methods.  The next  
5 km of the pipeline could use standard mainline techniques but at a 
significantly slower production rate due to the likely environmental 
restrictions and constricted workspace within the Deer Park Bypass Freeway 
Reserve.  There are also 4 waterway crossings and 2 freeway crossings. It is 
anticipated that the balance of the pipeline could be constructed using typical 
mainline construction techniques.  The main restriction to the rate of pipe 
laying will be the extent of rock (expected to be greater than 90%) and the 
resulting requirements to excavate the rock, bed and pad the trenches and 
dispose of the surplus rock at approved locations.   
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Revision to Forecast Cost Brooklyn Lara 
(Corio) Pipeline  
 

18 October 2007 

 

On 6 June 2006 the ACCC released its Final Decision on the Major System 
Augmentation – Corio Loop.  In that Decision, the ACCC agreed that 
pursuant to section 8.21 of the Code,  the forecast construction costs of 
$61.7m ($2005) for the project met the requirements of section 8.16(a) of the 
Code.  In addition, the ACCC approved a return on construction costs during 
the investment period. 

Following this Decision, GasNet commenced detailed planning and design 
for the project.  This led to some minor changes in the preferred route but 
otherwise no substantive changes to the length, diameter or capacity of the 
pipeline.   

Construction of the pipeline has now commenced.  As of mid-October 2007, 
the following milestones have been reached: 

• All required land access has been acquired or agreed to, 

• The pipeline licence and all environmental approvals have been 
granted, 

• A tender has been conducted, and an EPC contract has been awarded 
to the successful party, 

• The pipeline has been procured, and first deliveries to site have been 
made, and 

• Site preparation has commenced. 

There are no obstacles foreseen to completion of the project by the end of 
March 2008. 

GasNet is now in a position to make a reliable estimate of the final cost of the 
project.  This is because the pipeline has been procured, and a largely fixed 
price EPC contract for the pipeline has been entered into, covering the bulk of 
the uncertainties in the forecast final cost. 

The current budget is $69.0 million.  This compares to the original approved 
amount of $61.7 million ($2005).  Applying forecast inflation to that original 
estimate (utilising the monthly profile) gives an equivalent nominal dollar 
amount of $65.3 million.  Therefore the current forecast cost of $69.0 million 
is 5.7% higher than the approved amount. 

A detailed breakdown of the current cost is shown below. 

GasNet contends that the current estimate meets the requirements of section 
8.16(a)(i) of the Code.  GasNet has acted prudently and efficiently in 
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accordance with good industry practice, to achieve the lowest sustainable cost 
of providing services, by tendering out the engineering, procurement and 
construction of the pipeline. 

GasNet also contends that the higher revised cost for the project continues to 
pass section 8.16(a)(ii)(B) of the Code.  This is because the small cost 
increase of 6% is insignificant compared to the net market benefits (benefits 
in excess of costs) of $93.1m ($120m if competition benefits are included) 
identified by VENCorp for this project. 

On this basis GasNet submits the revised cost of $69.0 million (plus return on 
investment costs during construction) for approval for the Brooklyn Lara 
Pipeline as part of the current Access Arrangement revision. 

Cost Breakdown 

Item Amount Approved $M 
($2005 June) 

Current Forecast $M 
(Nominal $) 

Pipeline Materials 15.8 13.0 

Pipeline Construction 32.0 40.0 

Project Management 3.7 5.8 

Licences and 
Easements 

3.4 2.9 

Facilities 6.8 7.3 

Total 61.7 69.0 

 

Pipeline Materials 

Pipeline costs are lower than originally forecast due to aggressive competition 
between pipeline suppliers. 

Pipeline Construction 

Costs are higher than originally budgeted due to higher labour rates and the 
high amount of construction activity in the pipeline industry, particularly in 
the area of water pipelines. 

Licences and Easements 

Costs are lower than originally anticipated due to a determination that no 
native title existed.  However this saving has been partially offset by recently 
introduced ‘net gain obligations’ for native vegetation. 
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Project Management 

Project management costs have increased due to higher labour rates for 
construction supervision staff, increases in insurance costs, and increased 
cultural heritage management costs. 

Facilities 

Facilities costs are only marginally higher due to general inflation.
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Attachment 2: Brooklyn to Wollert loop project 

1 Brooklyn to Wollert Pipeline Design Description 
The pipeline consists of 71 km of 600mm NB pipeline (wt 8.9mm Standard 
Wall and 10.7mm Heavy Wall) partially laid in existing easement and the rest 
in greenfield easement.  

Three intermediate mainline valves are required, as well as pig traps and hot 
taps at Wollert and Brooklyn. 

The topography is generally flat, however a number of very steep gullies exist 
at creek crossings (Deep Creek, Emu Creek and Jackson’s Creek). It is 
estimated that 250 trench breakers are required.  Surface ground conditions 
reveal basalt plains on part of the route. The remainder of the route is a 
combination of sedimentary/siltstone /gravel/sand with the odd section of 
basalt. 

In total there are 6 waterway crossings.  All creek crossings will need to be 
open cut due to basalt. 

There will be 22 road bores, including extensive bores under Western Ring 
Road, Deer Park By-Pass, Western Freeway, Calder Highway and Hume 
Highway.  In addition there will be 3 railway bore crossings and 5 road open 
cuts. 

Construction within road pavement is expected for approximately 1900 
metres.  Roads affected are Fitzgerald Road, Fairbairn Road, Boundary Road 
and Westside Drive. 

Environmental issues are likely to be the following: 

• Native grassland – legless lizard, native flora etc. 

• Crossings of the Merri Creek may be opposed by the friends of the 
Merri Creek given their opposition to a previous pipeline crossing of 
the creek in relation to protection of the Growling Grass Frog. 

• Noise, dust and access near residential homes along proposed route. 

There will be a requirement for net gain offsets in relation to native 
vegetation.  An amount has been included for offsets however until 
environmental field studies are carried out there is no way of accurately 
determining the exposure. 

There is likely to be Crown Land along the route that will be subject to Native 
Title.  A full historical title search needs to be carried our followed by a 
referral to the Regional Native Title Coordinator to conclusively establish 
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whether or not native title exists.  An allowance has been made on the 
assumption that it does exist. 

There will be one local aboriginal group dealing with Cultural Heritage. An 
allowance has been made for the negotiation of a Cultural Heritage 
Management Agreement for construction monitors. 

The chosen pipeline route will be a mix of existing pipeline easement and 
greenfields easement. As with the Brooklyn Lara project, the greenfields 
section (approximately 38 km) will affect Green Wedge zoned land that is 
currently experiencing a dramatic upwards movement in market sale prices as 
a result of land speculation.  In addition, the land parcels vary greatly in size 
and land value per hectare.  Until the final route is chosen and environmental 
studies completed an accurate estimate of the cost of easement acquisition 
cannot be made.  The estimate provided has used an “average” amount for 
land value and also includes consideration for compulsory acquisition of a 
large number of easements. 

Temporary work space will be required for the existing pipeline section 
between Brooklyn and Hopkins Road and also for the Greenfields section.  
Temporary work space should not be required for the T74 section of the route 
(35 metre wide easement). 

Access for pipe trucks, equipment and workers will be via existing roadways.  
Close to Melbourne there are adequate accommodation options for 
construction workers in northern Melbourne suburbs. 

Cost estimate - current conditions 

Cost Summary   

Total Owners Cost $ 5,371,235

Total EPCM $ 5,758,213

Total for Materials $ 29,458,741

Total for Construction $ 61,939,447

Total for Facilities $ 14,935,050

TOTAL CASH OUT FLOW $ 117,462,686
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Main Cost Major Cost Item Total EC 

OWNERS COST   

 Advertise Permit $ 1,800

 Application fee for License $ 35,894

 License Fee $ 89,919

 Key Stakeholder consultation $ 35,280

 Title Searches $ 11,550

 Initial landholder contact $ 89,376

 EIA Project Management $ 240,000

 EIA Specialist Studies $ 240,000

 Vegetation offset obligations $ 360,000

 Prepare for License Application $ 7,056

 Resolve Objections to Pipeline $ 64,440

 Allow for Panel Hearings $ 129,600

 Acquisition of new easement $ 739,920

 Easement Compensation $ 2,280,000

 Temporary Work Space $ 212,400

 Landholder Damages Claims $ 234,000

 Native Title/Cultural Heritage $ 600,000

Total Owners Cost $ 5,371,235
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Attachment 3 - Brooklyn to Wollert loop project - 
route selection options 

1 Brooklyn Wollert Pipeline – Route Selection Options 
The following report examines the cost of potential variations and necessary 
pipeline route changes that could be apply in the instance where construction 
of the Brooklyn – Wollert pipeline does not take place until beyond 2015 and 
the easement has not been previously acquired. 

1.1 Overview 
The proposed 600mm diameter pipeline from Wollert Compressor Station to 
Brooklyn utilises both existing pipeline easement as well as new (or 
“Greenfield”) easement. The pipeline corridor is approximately 71 kms in 
length, comprising 33.5 kms within existing pipeline easement and 37.5 kms 
along a Greenfield route. The route has been selected so as to avoid land 
within the Melbourne 2030 plan. It is predominantly within Green Wedge 
zones.  

The current proposed pipeline corridor commences from Wollert Compressor 
Station and heads north for approximately 5 kms within the existing 35 metre 
wide Wollert to Wodonga pipeline easement to a point near Donnybrook 
Road.  It heads generally in a westerly direction before turning south-west to 
the existing Deer Park to Sunbury pipeline easement. The Deer Park to 
Sunbury pipeline easement is within Green Wedge land and is located 
approximately 700 metres to the west of the Melbourne 2030 Plan boundary. 
The 20 metre wide easement is relative free from any obstruction.  It should 
be noted at this stage that, should a looping of the Deer Park to Sunbury 
pipeline be required, more easement will be required. 

The pipeline route corridor has been selected as a feasible route for 
construction of a gas pipeline as of today. It is highly likely that the permitted 
land use of a large portion of this route will change over the next few years, 
making a project more costly and possibly impractical.  

A detailed design and costing is provided in Attachment 2. 

1.2 Urban Development  
The Melbourne 2030 plan has been the subject of discussion between 
Government, developers and local government with regard to the amount of 
land available over the next 25 years for development. There is already 
political pressure to review the future development boundaries. The main 
areas where reviews of the development boundaries are likely to be targeted 
are to the north and west of Melbourne. Any change to the boundaries of the 
Melbourne 2030 plan to the north or north west will impact on the proposed 
pipeline corridor. Already there has been a future development proposed for 
the Donnybrook area outside of the current Melbourne 2030 plan boundary. It 
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is highly likely that changes will need to be made to the planning boundaries 
before the year 2015.  

Had this pipeline been constructed 10 years ago, the pipeline route would 
already have been at least 10 kms shorter. Rezoning and the subsequent 
development of Craigieburn and surrounding areas has meant it is no longer 
possible to construct a high pressure pipeline along a shorter route. 

The recent media announcement of a proposed new large residential 
development at Donnybrook (known as the Lockerbie Estate) may already 
result in the proposed pipeline route being relocated up to 3kms further north. 
While the land is currently outside of the Melbourne 2030 planning boundary, 
land speculation will have already pushed land prices a lot higher. APA 
Group are also likely to encounter opposition to the pipeline alignment from 
people involved in the proposed development.  

1.3 Easement Acquisition and Pipeline construction beyond 2015 
There is a general consensus that the boundaries of the Melbourne 2030 plan 
will change over the next few years. The extent of any changes is not known 
however APA Group have endeavoured to critically review the land and 
make a judgement of the most likely outcome. 

While the greenfields route falls entirely within green wedge zones it can be 
divided into 3 sub categories: 

• Open country where the land is likely to be rezoned to residential 

• Land within Melbourne flight paths where it is likely to remain green 
Wedge 

• Land in the escarpment areas where environmental issues the general 
ruggedness of the terrain are likely to restrict development. 

The areas where residential development is likely to occur are marked on the 
attached map in yellow and are listed as follows: 

Reference Location Distance Comment 

Area A West from 
Donnybrook to 
Mickleham Road 

10.7 kms Adjoins current planning boundary 

Area C West of escarpment 
to approx. Feehans 
Rd (boundary of the 
airport flight path. 

4 kms Outside of the flight path and open 
pasture land. Good potential for 
development. 

Area E North east and South 
west of Calder Fwy 

3.7 kms Near planning boundary, close to 
rail and freeway. There are existing 
areas of RR development 
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A total of 18.4 kms of the 37.5 kms is likely to be developed as residential in 
the next 10 to 15 years. For this report it has been assumed that 75% of the 
18.4 kms is developed as residential prior to the pipeline being constructed. 

We consider the balance of the “greenfields” section of the proposed Wollert 
to Brooklyn route is likely to remain as Green Wedge beyond 2015. This area 
is marked in green on the attached map and summarised as follows: 

Reference Location Distance Comment 

Area B West of Mickleham 
Road to the west side 
of the escarpment 

Approx. 
5 kms 

Escarpment land.  Not suitable for 
development 

Area D From approximately 
Feehans Road to 
Jacksons Creek 

Approx. 
14.1 kms 

Escarpment land and Melbourne 
airport flight path 

 

Pipeline Route Alternatives 

The following are alternative pipeline routes that were considered: 

(a) The High Voltage Electricity Transmission Line 

An electricity transmission line is located roughly parallel to the gas 
pipeline route for the majority of the route. Being an overhead lineal 
infrastructure however, its alignment follows land contours that are 
not possible to follow with a buried pipeline. For approximately 20.5 
kms, the route runs within escarpments, with the towers located on 
high ground. There are also critical construction and operational 
safety issues to overcome when running a lineal steel pipeline parallel 
to high voltage transmission lines. 

(b) Railway lines 

The rail routes are not located in areas where they could be of 
practical benefit to the pipeline route. In addition, the rail authorities 
will generally not allow high pressure gas pipelines to run parallel 
within their land. 

(c) The Hume Freeway or another Major Arterial Road. 

Like railways, VicRoads will generally not allow infrastructure 
similar to gas transmission pipelines to run within freeways or major 
arterial roads. This option was explored during route selection of the 
Brooklyn Lara Pipeline (currently under construction). 

(d) Other Cross Country Routes 

A new pipeline route to the west of Melton and north and west of 
Sunbury. 
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This route would give reasonable certainty that there would not be 
any changes to planning zones or land use beyond the year 2015. The 
length of this pipeline would be 105 kms, with 63 kms of Greenfield 
easement. 

(e) Utilising green wedge areas within Melbourne Airport flight paths.  

There is reasonable certainty that development will continue to be 
restricted along the flight paths of Melbourne Airport. The pipeline 
route already crosses one of the flight paths. It is not practical to use 
the flight paths to a greater extent. To reach the flight path the 
pipeline alignment would need to cross the Organ Pipes National 
Park and encounter severe escarpments or pass through areas of 
Sydenham and neighbouring areas that are already under 
development. A route utilising flight paths to a greater extent would 
result in about the same length and would still encounter 
development.  

The Existing Proposed Alignment  

It may be possible to utilise the current proposed alignment even if a level of 
land development has occurred.  This may still be the most cost effective 
option, using a mixture of easement within green wedge zones, easement 
within residential zones and construction within road reserves.  We do not 
know the extent of future development, nor whether it is possible to construct 
within future road reserves. There are many variables, such as: 

• If the land has been rezoned but not developed, it may be possible to 
acquire easement through the residential land. The cost would be 
high, however. Easement through residential land is approximately 10 
times higher than through Green Wedge land.  

• It is unrealistic to expect the roads will be located exactly in the 
directing in which the pipeline is heading. The distance along road 
reserves typically is expected to be 20% longer than across country.  

• Approvals would need to be obtained from Local Government and 
possibly VicRoads (as well as DPI and ESV) to construct a large high 
pressure pipeline through residential areas and within road reserves.  

An example of a modern high density residential development can be seen at 
Caroline Springs, with meandering roads and cluttered environment. 
Construction of a high pressure pipeline would be limited to main and 
secondary roads. 

Whether easement through residential land, park land or road reserve is 
feasible, the most cost effective and safest option would be determined at the 
time. 

Estimated Cost of Construction beyond 2015 

For the estimate, it has been assumed that, in areas where development has 
occurred (i.e. the 18.4 kms where land is likely to be rezoned to residential), 
construction will need to be in road reserve as other land will already be 
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developed. The cost of constructing the pipeline in road reserve to the Snowy 
Hydro Power Station in Laverton has been used as a benchmark. 

The cost of the construction activity for this 600mm pipeline along this route 
(owners EPCM, materials and facility costs are not included) has been 
estimated at approximately $890/ m in normal easements.  In road reserve 
(assumed under bitumen), the cost of construction activity for a 600mm 
pipeline is approximately $2,200/m.  Assuming that only 75 percent of the 
18.4 km section actually develops as residential, the additional cost will be 
$18.1M in $2007.  It is also likely the length of pipeline through the future 
developed area and associated cost will increase when following road 
alignments.  At least an additional length of 20 percent could be assumed.  
This would increase the cost difference to approximately $22.8M (including 
the additional material cost).  Cost estimates have been based on the APA 
Group’s latest knowledge of material and construction costs.
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Attachment 4: SAHA letter about asbestos 
related risks 
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Attachment 5: Alternative cost allocation method 

This attachment explains the essential differences between the cost allocation 
procedures used in the current AA2 tariff model, and the alternative model 
proposed by GasNet for AA3. 

The current cost allocation model is designated as the Zone-Gate model, 
whilst the alternative method is the Volume-Distance model. 

For illustrative purposes the models will be applied to a simple system of an 
upstream and a downstream pipeline. 

 

 

 

The volumes shown in the figure represent the maximum capacity of the 
pipeline.  

For deriving indicative tariffs, we have assumed that pipeline capital cost is 
calculated from a unit rate of $55,000/in/km, and that the annual revenue 
requirement is 10% of the capital. 

 1 2 Total
 
PJ out 11 6 17
 
Diam ” 12 8
Length km 100 100 200
Cost $m 66 44 110
Annual revenue 6.6 4.4 11
 

Zone-Gate model 

In the zone-gate model, a tariff is derived for each pipeline segment 
separately.   

Segment 1 tariff  =  $6.6m/17 PJ  =  $0.388/GJ 
Unit Rate = $0.00388/km/GJ 

Segment 1 
Diam  12” 
Length 100km 

Segment 2 
Diam   8” 
Length  100km 

6 PJ 
17 PJ 
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Segment 2 tariff  =  4.4m/6 PJ      =  $0.733/GJ 
Unit Rate = $0.00733/GJ 

Therefore for withdrawals from: 

Segment 1, tariff  =  $0.388/GJ 

Segment 2, tariff  =  $0.388/GJ + $0.733/GJ  =  $1.122/GJ 

Volume-Distance model 

In this method, a single unit rate is calculated for the entire system, and 
this is applied to each withdrawal according to the distance travelled by 
each flow. 

 1 2 Total 
Revenue required 11 
Distance 100 200  
Volume 11 6  
Vol-Dist 1100 1200 2300 
  
Common Unit Rate 0.00478 
  
Tariff $/GJ 0.478 0.957  
 

Therefore for withdrawals from: 

Segment 1, tariff  =  $0.478/GJ 

Segment 2, tariff  =  $0.957/GJ 

As can be seen from this calculation, the unit rate under the volume-
distance model is intermediate between the unit rates of segments 1 and 2 
under the zone-gate model. 
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Attachment 6:  Competitive export tariff  

 

Confidential 
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Attachment 7:  CRA Report  
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